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'objective reference' to the environment." Bat "the only soientifio
view of it mast be in terms of ionised nerve and twitching muscle ".
4 New realism' thus confesses its materialism through Prof. Holt]
A. H. Uoyd. 'Kant and after Kant' [An attempt "to translate the
old-time Kantian Transcendentalism into the recent creative evolution ".]
E. Outhrte. 'Russell's Theory of Types.' [Objects that it is not
consistently worked out.]

" SCIBHTIA " (RIVBTA DI SOIHNJA). Vol. xv., No. 6, November, 1914.
E. Rutherford. "The Structure of the Atom.' [A short and able
acoount of modern work on the subject.] Q. Bugge. i Physikalisohe
Eigensohaften und chemische Konstitution.' [Account of modern work
on the relations indicated.] C. Qolgl. 'La moderns evolmione delle
dottrine e delle conosoenxe sulla vita. Parte II*. I problemi fonda-
mentali psico-nsiologioi.' W. Deonoa. 'Qu'est oe que l'aroheologie ?'
[It is a historical study which continues a psychological and physiological
study of the forms of art.] Critical note. A. Mlell. 'La m£thode
Galileenne et lea sciences Siologiques.' [Continuation of the author's
note in the May number of Scientia. It is concerned with R&dl's
opinion, in his Oetchichte der biologitchen Theorien der Neuzeit (2nd ed.
Leipzig and Berlin, 1913), of the relations between the development of
the biological goienoes and the mechanical method of which Galileo was
one of the greatest champions.] Book reviews. General reviews. M.
Davidson. ' L'excentricite' de l'orbite de la Terre et son effet direct nur
le climat' A. Kronfeld. 'Les tendances principales de la psychologic
allemande oontemporaine.' Review of Reviews. Chronicle. French
translations of the English, German, and Italian artioles. The first
number of the next volume will be published in January, 1915, and
will contain a new and unexpected feature. In the present European
war, Scientia, true to iU scientific and international character, has
decided to emerge from its ' ivory tower of abstract synthesis' and to
invite 'the most eminent philosophers, historians, socialogists, econo-
mists and jurists,' to treat thoroughly the question of the war and its
causes. These authorities have been chosen from both of the opposing
camps and also from neutral countries, and have either already sent
their studies to Scientia or will soon do so. The object of this inquiry
is to conduct an objective and calm investigation into the causes ani
sociological factors of the war; and not only will this inquiry be of
great scientifio interest, but it will also be of supreme and vital practical
importance; for from this analysis we shall be able to conclude if, and
in what way, the present war can, for the good of humanity and civilisa-
tion, preserve us for ever from other wars. Thus with the next volume
Scientia will—for the present at least—appear every month instead of
every two months, and, as usual, there will be a supplement containing
French translations of the English, German, and Italian articles. Vol.
xvii., No. 1, January, 1915. A. C. D. Crommelln. "The Capture
Theory of Satellites.' [Critical remarks on T. J. J. Soe's capture theory
as exposed in vol. ii. of his Researches on the Erolution of the Stellar
System*.] E. Rlgnano. ' Le forme superiori del ragionamento.
Parte I*. : II ragionamento matematico nelle sue fasi del simbolismo
diretto e indiretto.' [Continuing the author's three articles in Scientia
of 1913, this article contains an examination, strictly from the psy-
chological point of view, of the logical process in its highest forms,
that is to say, in mathematical reasoning. The results of this inquiry
verify the results previously obtained. Four phases in the erolution of
mathematical reasoning are chosen : those of direct symbolism, of in-
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direct symbolism, of symbolic condensation, and of symbolic inversion.
The two lait phases will be treated in a second part.] La Direction.
'L'enqufite de Seientia BUT la guerre.' [Practically the same as the
Announcement at the end of the. previous number of Seientia.] L.
LeVy-Bruhl. ' Lea causes economiques et politiques de la conflagration
europeenne.' [Occupied with the study of the 'causes' of the war in
the sense in which the historians usually take this word: i.e., the
examination of the conditions which determine events and which
nhow themselves in the sentiments, the ideas, the passions, and the
needs of individuals and peoples. The failure of Germany in mak-
ing Alaaoe and Lorraine German, the Balkan question, the fact that
Germany has no colonies to speak of, and some national characteristics
are thus shortly treated in turn. Germany was the chief cause and
•aggressor, but the political and economical conditions in Austria helped.]
W. J. Ashley. 'The Eoouomical Side of the European Conflagration.
[Careful examination of the economic aspect of the war. Difficult as
Germany's economic position is, it is not so difficult as to compel, by
itself, a speedy termination of the war. Still, assuming that the Allies
will win at last, ' the longer the war lasts the worse it will be for Germany,
economically as well as politically. The longer it goes on, the more it
will be straitened in its economic activity when peace returns. England
has hitherto afforded Germany an elbow-room which has been highly
•convenient to it in the alternating expansion and contraction which form
the oydical movements of trade. This is very apparent to any.one who
looks into its industrial history and learns how it was it escaped go lightly
from the great depression of 1901-1U02. That elbow-room is going t4.be
taken from it, and the more completely the longer it waits.'] W. Wundt
' Deutschland im Ldchte des neutralen und des feindlichen Aualandes.'
(Wholly occupied with an anti-German article by the Norwegian Gerhard
'Gran and a letter from the Frenohman Th. Buyssen, both of whioh
criticise the author's pronouncements on the war. ' In this war Germany
has only a few friends in foreign countries. . . . Even in neutral countries
there is an unjustifiable feeling of aversion (einer dureh niehtt gtrecht-
Jertigten Abneigung) for Germany.' After this, it is interesting to read,
in the above article by Levy-Bruhl: ' The French people believe only too
willingly that they are liked ; the German people are persuaded that they
-are not liked. This last conviction, whether founded or not, does not
make them more likeable. They imagine that they are envied or jeered
at They tend to believe that other people are always trying to wrong
them.'] Critical Note. A. Mlell. ' Le reveil recent des etudes d'his-
toire des sciences et sa signification.' [The review Itit, which was until
lately edited by George Sarton in Belgium, represents better than any
other document the state at which the history of science has now ar-
rived ; this state is of reflexion and criticism, synthesis and philosophy.
This note is general in character, and a more detailed examination of Iti*
will be published later.] Book reviews. General Review. H. Pleron.
'L'attitude objective dans la psychologic moderne.' [With special re-
-ferenoe to Bechterew's recent work.] Review of Reviews. Chronicle.
French translations of Italian, German and English articles. Vol. xvii.,
February, 1915. J. Coostantln. ' Lea lois de 1'hybridation et Faction
•du milieu.' [Attempts to find out if the Mendelian conceptions are attack-
able or not. Heredity in mutation is both very stable and very instable,
.since a change of country brings the loss of a property whioh appeared,
by experiments repeated in other countries, solidly established. These

-variations seem in agreement with the variations of nuolear cytology.
There seems to be a very great difference between the new heredity of
mutation and the heredity established by the secular action of the environ-
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ment.J E. Rlgano. ' Le forme superiori del ngionamento. Parte II». ;
H ragionamento matematico nelle sue fasi di condensazione ed inversion*
simbolica.' [Continuation of the author's article in the January number.
This part contains a rapid sketch of two phases of mathematical reason'
ing: In the infinitesimal calculus grew up and developed the habit of
making many similar operations correspond to one symbolical expression ;
this phase of symbolism is here called ' condensation . Symbolio inversion
consists in the faot that a geometrical object represented by a given
algebraio expression becomes a symbol, in its turn, of other analogous
algebraic expressions which do not represent any geometrical fact. In
the next and last part, the author will state his conclusions about the-
relations between mathematics and mathematical logio. It must be
remembered that this series of articles is written from a purely psycho-
logical point of view.] The Enquiry upon the War. A. Landry. ' Les-
origines, les causes, les lenderaains de la guerre actuelle.' [The war was.
the deed of Germany, not of Austria nor of any other oountry. Neither
honour nor interest impelled Qermany to the war, and yet she had pre-
pared for it with incredible minuteness. It it in pathological phenomena,
of oollective psychology that we must seek for the explanation of the
war ; snd not in motives of an economical kind, such as over-population
which have not at present a great influence in Germany. ' There are-
reason* for hope in, the future. Perpetual peace is after all only an ideal
of which nothing guarantees us the realisation.'] O. Lodge. 'Th»
War from a British Point of View.' ['Considered from our point of
view the war is seen to be a war of ideals, a conflict between two ideals
of government—the English ideal of a commonwealth of nations . . .
and the Prussian ideal of a single glorified State.' Since 1870 the great
men of Germany have been few. 'The errors which are now supreme in
Germany are : first, a glorification of war, based on a misreading of Dar-
winism ; and, second, an enthronement of mere power, a belief in the
unmoral supremacy of the State.'] O. von Below. ' Militarismus und
Kultur in Deutschland.' [Some of the adversaries of Germany either
condemn German oulture or German militarism. But without militarism
there would be no German oulture.] Book Reviews. General Review.
O. StefanlaL 'Sar l'histoire geologique de la M&literranee.' French
translations of the German, English and Italian articles. Vol. xvii. No.
3, March, 1015. P. Freeh. 'Die Salzseen Anatoliens und ihre Bedeu-
tung for das Problem der Rntetehung der Salsstocke der Erdrinde.' E.
Rlg-nano. ' Le forme superiori del ragionamento. Parte III* : Mate-
matkhe e logic* matematica. [After a summary of the conclusions which
the author's two previous articles allow him to draw about mathematics
in general and the function that symbolism has had in them, the author
passes to a comparison between mathematics and the other and newer
great branch of higher reasoning known as ' mathematical logio'. The-
same marvellous fertility that symbolism in mathematics properly so-
called has shown is not to be expected of mathematical logic, and the-
exaggerated pretensions of Russell and Couturat that mathematical logio-
alone is enough to construct all mathematios, ' without having any need
of ultimate inductions,' cannot be admitted. It may be permitted to the
reviewer to remark that this is another instance of the confusion in the-
thought of many people between the logical point of view of Rusaell and.
Couturat and the psychological point of view, which is that of the author.
From his point of view the author defines mathematics as ' the science
in which the experiences simply thought and constituting the reasoning
in it are of a very general quantitative (or we may add oroinative) nature
which is capable of rendering the most various physicalphenomena.
equivalent with respect to the results that they give.] The Inquiry
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upon the War. V. Pa re to, ' La guerra e i auoi' principsli fafcfcori
eociologioi.' [Tries to develop wholly objective considerations and to
give an aocount only of facts, relations of facts, and their uniformities.
An admirable and judicial article.] W. J. Collins. 'The ^Etiology of
the European Conflagration.' [The deeper origin of the war is in a con-
flict of two opposed conceptions of the functions and ideals of the state
and the significance and nature of international engagements. One of
these conceptions ' is characterised . . . by the dominion of the material,
the physical, the mechanical and the merely intellectual over the ideal,
the ethical, the moral, and the spiritual. The exaltation of Science as
-the supreme or only knowledge, the denial of the intuitive and trans-
cendent, the negation of free-will, the subordination of liberty, the de-
precation of the altruistic are its natural offsprings and exhibit an
unlovely family kinship among themselves.' With regard to the atti-
tude towards the teachings of religion by those who hold these views,
•we read: ' One group by specious employment of casuistry discovers
that never was there a religion more combative than that of the author
of the sermon on the mount, and that war reoeives its moral justification
from the inspiration of the Christian faith. Another group, with greater
candour, recognises the hopeless incompatibility of the new cult with the
altruism and compassion of Christianity : they are accordingly prepared
to clear away the accumulated rubbish of twenty centuries and replace
it with a brand-new religion for Super-men promulgated by superior
persons under the patronage of an Eraatian State.' The people who
hold the opposite oonoeption are not dealt with.] E. Meyer. ' Eng-
lands Krieg gegen Deutechland und die Probleme der Zukunft.' [An
interesting artiole from the point of view of evidenoe. 'Nobody in
Germany doubts that England is our mortal enemy and has brought
this war upon us for her own interests. . . . This conviction comes
from the depths of the national soul. . . . There can be no doubt that
the English Government has deliberately provoked this war. . . . King
Edward VII., a German by descent, paved the way for it. . . . The pre-
text of the pourparlers of 1906 between military attache of Belgium and
England was naturally the fiction that Germany would not respect the
neutrality of Belgium.' Compare what follows with the preceding article.
' The conflict,' says the present author, ' also is really between two opposed
conceptions of the state : for the German, liberty means the spiritual
and spontaneous development of his own personality, and consequently
complete independence, not reached by the Englishman, of "public
opinion," but subordination to the interests of tne community, of the
ideal ends of his nation.' German politics ' is inspired by idealism and
a conscience of duty'.] Critical note. O. Chatterton-rllll. 'L'esprit
de l'Allemagne raoderne d'apres lea (Euvrt$ choities de Treitschke.' [On
Treitechke's Ausgexodklte SehriJUn.] Book Reviews. Beview of Re-
views. Supplement containing French translations of the Italian, English
and German articles.—VoL xvii., No. 4, April, 1915. A. Mlell. 'La
posizione di Lavoisier nella storia della chimica.' [We cannot hold the
current opinion about the place of Lavoisier in the history of chemistry,
but still his merits are not diminished. Instead of inaugurating a period,
Lavoisier dosed a period beginning with Boyle. He used and followed
up the works of his predecessors, but of course is no more to be called a
plagiarist on this account than is Galileo or Newton. His work made
possible the rise and growth of new problems, but in the establishment
of the solutions of them he had no snare.]
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